ABSTRACT. This paper proves the following theorem: Theorem 1. Let G be a finite primitive complex projective group of degree n with a Sylow p-subgroup P of order greater than p for p prime greater than five.
Let nip, n< 4p/3, and if p=7, n í 8. Then p = 1 £mod 4), P is a trivial intersection set, and for some nonidentity element x in G, C(x ) does not have a normal Sylow p-subgroup.
Introduction.
The main object of study in this paper is the case where a projective group G has a Sylow p-subgroup P which is a trivial intersection set and nonidentity elements of G have centralizers which have normal Sylow psubgroups. The other possible cases were studied in earlier papers. These results are combined in Theorem 3.
Notation.
If H is a subgroup of a group G, we let H be the normal subgroup of G generated by H. The set of nonidentity elements of H is called H .
For characters p and v of H we let (p, v) = (l/|/i|) SxE" pix)vix), and we let the squared norm ||p|| = (p, p).
A representation X of a group G is called quasiprimitive if it is irreducible and its restriction to any normal subgroup of G is the sum of equivalent irreducible constituents.
Projective groups where centralizers of nonidentity elements have normal
Sylow p-subgroups. We shall prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let p be a prime greater than five. Let G be a finite group with a faithful, quasiprimitive, complex representation X with character X of dimension n < 4p/3, n 4 p. Let P be an abelian Sylow p-subgroup of G. Throughout, let Z = ZÍG), C = CiP), N = NÍP), and N0 = S ^ # Ciy) -Z. Let P satisfy [4, Hypothesis 4 .l] ithat is, P and NQ are trivial intersection sets and NÍNQ) = Ai).
Let (|Z|, p)= 1. Then \P\ < p.
By running through the classifications of groups of small degree, it can be primitivity, K is represented faithfully by the c equivalent constituents of X\ k oí degree no larger than 2p/3. By [4] , p2\[K : 0 (K)\ As 0 (K. which is a contradiction. If X(G) is a subgroup of a tensor product of two smaller dimensional groups, then, unless p = 1 and n -9, using ((p -l)/2) > 4p/3 > « with [5] and using 72/2 < 2p/3 < p -1 with [4] we have by [6, Lemma l] that p2Jf[G:0p(G)], contrary to Op(G)=(l) and p2||G|. Even if p = 7 and 72 = 9, X(G) contains M ® 7} and /3 ® M where M » SL(2,7) and a 7-element x e / ® M has M ® /, C C(x), so C(x) does not have a normal Sylow 7-subgroup, contrary to P being a T.I. set. Therefore, G is strongly primitive.
Let P be the normal subgroup of G generated by P. When y = X' throughout we let a and ß correspond to 77 and p respectively, ? = /3(l), and
where we show that n > p + 1, ß(l) < 1, ||a|| = 1, ajp is a sum of a(l) =72-17 distinct nonprincipal linear characters of P permuted transitively by N, \P\ = p , P is elementary abelian, 0 AG) = Z, and C = PZ.
Since |P| > p2, OpiG) = (1), and 02iG) I) PG = G, by [6], we have n> p-l and 7z>p+I as n 4 p by hypothesis. If í = 1, then N = PZ is abelian and by (2), p <n< \\a\\2 + q < 1 + ra2A|P| < 1 + (4p/3)2/p2 = 25/9, which is a contradiction. Therefore, / > 2 and by (2), ||ot,H 2 < 1 + n2/t\P\ < 1 + (4p/3)2/2p2< 2, and ||a|| = 1. Also, by (2), q = b < nA\P\) 1/2 < (4p/3)/p < 2, and ç<l. More Replacing elements x of X(P) by all unimodular scalar multiples of x, we get a group P* of exponent p, since (n, p) = 1, with XÍ0plÍG)) < P*XÍ0plÍG)). By [6, Lemma 8 ] for x £ P some scalar multiple y oí x has all primitive pth roots of unity occurring equally often. As (n, p) = 1 and det x = det y, x = y and trace x is rational. Then by [9] , p2 = |P/PnZ|<|P*|<pf"/(p-1)l+["/^-1)] + -= p which is a contradiction. If C 3 PZ, we may find a ty-element y e C -PZ for q a prime unequal to p. By [2, proof of (3F)], since x\ p ls a sum °f distinct linear constituents, v £ 0 (G) C 0.,iG) = Z, which is a contradiction.
Throughout, we write (6) X2 = kln+Zy.
[January where k equals 0 or 1 and the y. are irreducible nonprincipal characters of G.
We now divide the proof into parts. Proof. Let Z C K < G. As PG = G and 0p((G) = Z, we have p2\\K\ and p\ \K\, so K has a Sylow p-subgroup Q = P n K oí order p. As P is a T.I. set, P is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of C(Q). Let (7 C Z. Let x e G centralize y £ P . Then (x, y) £ Z is the quotient of the commuting p-elements yx and y. As (|Z(, p) = 1, (x, y) = 1. Then NQ is the N0 for G. As Nn consists only of entire cosets of U, N0 is a T.I. set with normalizer N. As P" Ç /VQ, P also is a T.I. set with normalizer N.
We view L as a 2-dimensional matrix group over GF (p).
Also, column vectors and row vectors correspond to elements of P and linear characters of P, respectively, on which L acts by matrix multiplication as N/C acts on P and characters of P. If re is the matrix product of a row vector r with a column vector c, then e^2Tri/p'rc equals the value of the corresponding character of P at the corresponding element of P.
Proof. As C is the kernel of the action of N on P, N/C is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(P) » GL(2, p). As C = PZ, |L| = /.
(C) Let 0 be an irreducible character of N not having P in its kernel. Let Here, |L||2(p2-l).
In cases I, II, and III, L is irreducible, |Z(L)| | (p -l), and -I2 £ Z(L).
Proof. We may consider L to be a faithful 2-dimensional representation of a (E) Let 6, cp, and H be as in ( integer greater than or equal to x. Then fixing p and using (2), we use the following to define various functions:
hit, m, b) = ~m2/tp2 + max (2, m/t + b2/t -b/t) < 1, and The only cases left by the computer satisfied one of the following:
1. p = 7, n -q = 8, and P, holds.
2. p = 7, «-£7 = 9, A < 3, 772 > 30, and the left side of (7) is greater than .4.
3. p = 13, n -q = 16, A = 2, and P 3 holds. 4. p = 19, n -q = 24, A = 2, and P3 holds. We may now assume that p > 29. As 72 < 4p/3 and t = (» -q)h < 5n, t < 20p/3 and 2t < 40p/3 < p /2. For fixed r, g(t, m) is a decreasing function of 772 for 0 < 772 < 2t, increasing for 2t < m < p/2, and decreasing for p/2 < 772. For Therefore, for ttz > p2/2, by (16) and (15) k(t, m) > k(t, p2/2) > bit, p2/2, 1) = g(t, p2/2) > 1.
This contradicts (17).
Therefore, we have p > 29, ttz > p/2, and -/, é L. By (D) we then have case IV or V. Let x = (4p-l)/3. By (E), h < 2 and t = (n-q)h<2n< 2x. Also, ?72 < n(n + l)/2 < x(x + l)/2 < 2p(4p + 3)/9 < p . As g(t, m) is decreasing in m for ttz > p2/2, we have by (9) , (1). Then \\a \\ = 1, a(l) = a(l), and q < r(l) < 1.
Proof. By (4), pp(l) < 77(1) + p(l) and p(l) < zr(l)/(p -l) < 4p/3(p -l) < 2.
As cp is a constituent of XI p> a = Yi exists. ((s77-ra)G, sy-toj) = (sn -ra, (sy -rcÀiA = (s?7-to , sn + sp -ra -rr) = s + r .
Then ((sn -ro)G, sy -roj), \\(sn -rff)G|| 2, and \\sy -rco\\2 all equal s2 + r2, so by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, sy -rco = (s77 -ro) which has support on NG since sz7 -ro has support on NQ. As in the proof of Theorem 3, P is abelian. Suppose that N0 is defined as in Theorem 2, and for some y, g £ G, y £ NQ n N^. Let H be the preimage of C(y ). Then Ciy) C H and C(y) and H have normal Sylow p-subgroups, so C(y) has a normal Sylow p-subgroup Q which we may assume is contained in a Sylow psubgroup P of G. Now, y centralizes some nonidentity elements u and v of P and P8, respectively. As u, v £ Q C P and P is a T.I.
set, P = P = P8 and P satisfies [4, Hypothesis 4.l]. Then by Theorem 2, |P| < p, which is a contradiction.
